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1 - What it's all about

I was just thinking, "Hey, anthroes are awesome, so why not make a club?" One thing, this is ONLY for
my friends, and friends of the co-founder.

The co-founder is My sis Kate (WhatevaYaoiGal). ^^ If for any reason I want you out of the club I can
boot you. XD If Kate wants you out you are going to be out for messing with my sis. ^^

I am trying to keep this club small, do the limit for people is six, counting Kate and myself. ^^ Try to keep
everyone with a different anthro animal. ^^ If it's a cat or a dog then be a different kind than the others.

Rules:
*Read the ENTIRE article before joining.
*Don't fight among yourselves'.
*I can kick people out as I said before.
*You can request some one to be kicked out if you want. But you A) Have to tell me why B) Have to
have a good reason & C)Have to be reasonable
*Tell me if I am being a dictator. XD
*Have fun!
*Please draw your anthro form. ^^ ((No rush though))
*Remember your anthro is you so act like you would normally.
*We will probably role play
*You can suggest rules and other things

I might add other things too. ^^ So tell me if you want to be a part of it.

~Mina



2 - People Joined

*MinaTheDestroyer, animal: Wolf

*WhatevaYaoiGal, animal: Cat

*Kouni46892742, animal: Maned Wolf ((It's a fox that looks like a wolf, very cool animal.))

Three more spaces open. ^^
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